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ABSTRACT
Recent progress of face recognition benefits a lot from largescale face datasets with deep Convoluitonal Neural Networks(CNN). However, when dataset contains a large number
of subjects but with few samples for each subject, conventional CNN with softmax loss is heavily prone to overfitting.
To address this issue, we propose a hierarchical training
schema to optimize CNN with coarse-to-fine class labels, referred to as Hit-CNN. Firstly trained with coarse class labels
and then refined with fine class labels, Hit-CNN is enabled
the to capture the distribution of data from major variations
to fine variations progressively, which can effectively relieve
the overfitting and lead to better generalization. In this work,
the hierarchical coarse-to-fine class labels are obtained via
hierarchical k-means clustering according to the face identities. Evaluated on two face datasets, the proposed Hit-CNN
provides better results compared with the conventional CNN
under the circumstances of large-scale data with few samples
per subject.
Index Terms— face recognition, large-scale training, few
samples
1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the Convolutional Neural Networks(CNN)
have achieved great success in various computer vision tasks
such as image classification [1],object detection [2], etc. In
the field of face recognition, CNNs have also made a breakthrough and even surpassed human-level performance [3, 4].
This remarkable advancement benefits from the high nonlinear capacity of CNN models and its ability to learn from
massive training data. Large-scale datasets are crucial to the
effectiveness of CNN models. However, for face recognition
task, collecting such large-scale datasets with a great number
of identities and adequate samples for each identity is time
consuming and financial challenging. In many cases, it is
more likely to collect a dataset that consists of enough subjects, but with few samples for each subject. In this work, we
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focus on the training issues on such large scale face dataset
with few samples per subject.
Applying CNN with softmax loss is the most common
way for face or the general object recognition. It works well
when the number of classes is relatively small(e.g.1K ∼ 10K),
but when the scale grows to tens or even hundreds of thousands, training may encounter some difficulties. Firstly, GPU
memory footprint can be unbearable, especially when large
batch size is preferred for better convergence. Secondly, the
size of parameters for softmax classification grows linearly
to the number of classes, the massive weight parameters in
the fully-connected layer can easily lead to overfitting. The
overfitting becomes more serious when there are only several
samples per subject, which implies less intra-class variations.
Another disadvantage of flat softmax classifier is that it
doesn’t fully utilize the inter-class similarity. It is ordinary
to find that some categories are more similar thus harder to
distinguish. As the number of classes become larger, visually
similar pairs are more likely to appear. Treating them evenly
with flat softmax may push the solution away from the global
optimum.
In this work, we propose a hierarchical training schema
for face recognition tasks with few samples per subject.
Firstly, all training samples are clustered hierarchically via
k-means clustering w.r.t. the identities. According to this
hierarchy, the CNN is firstly trained with the coarse category
labels, then with finer category labels. As more samples
are contained in each coarse category, more variations are
brought against overfitting, resulting in a pre-trained model
with better generalization. Thus the optimization of the succeeding fine training is well regularized to achieve better
generalization as well. Experiments are performed on two
datasets, MegaFace [5] containing about 200K subjects with
3 samples per subject, and a newly collected dataset consisting of about 94K subjects with 5 samples per subject.
The proposed Hit-CNN significantly outperforms conventional CNN, demonstrating its effectiveness of handling the
problem of large-scale training with few samples per subject.
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Fig. 1. Overview of Hit-CNN. (a) The hierarchical clustering to obtain coarse-to-fine categories, nodes marked with similar
colors contain subjects with higher visual similarity. (b) Training with coarse category labels for better generalization and fine
category labels for accurate optimization. Hierarchical training strategy can induce a CNN with better generalization in the
scenario of large scale dataset with few samples per subject.
2. RELATED WORKS

3. METHODLOGY

In this section, we review the works relate to large-scale training for face recognition and hierarchical learning.
Large-scale training for face recognition. For face recognition tasks, large-scale datasets are crucial. The works of
triplet loss [3] and pair-wise loss [6] are two representative
metric learning based methods. They bypass softmax by optimizing embeddings directly, which makes them proper alternatives to learn face representation when the number of
classes is large. However, how to select informative triplets
or pairs still remains challenging. Besides, the huge number
of candidates usually causes higher or even unbearable cost
of training time [7]. For specific scenario of large scale subjects but with few samples per subject, a straightforward solution is to apply data augmentation, which usually requires
domain specific knowledge such as expression altering and
pose warping [8]. Our method has no conflicts with this approach and can be applied as complement.
Hierarchical learning. Hierarchical structure is a straightforward choice to organize data based on their relationships.
The hierarchy can be either predefined [9] or learned by different approaches [10, 11]. Various tasks such as image classification [12, 13] and image retrieval [14] benefit from the
prior knowledge in the hierarchy. However, training with flat
softmax is incapable of making use of it. Some recent works
have introduced category hierarchy into CNN-based methods.
In [11], the flat softmax classifier is replaced with several subnets with fine-grained softmax classifiers according to the hierarchy. This approach has successfully improved the classification performance, however it can’t be simply applied to face
recognition problem. In face recognition, usually the identities for testing and training do not overlap, thus similarity of
two faces is generally computed as the distance of the feature from the fully-connected layers rather than the output of
softmax layer in [11].

3.1. Overview

1

Our hierarchical training method includes two stages as
shown in Fig.1. The first stage is the initial stage which
achieves the category hierarchy of subjects by using the
simplest hierarchical k-means clustering. According to the
hierarchical clustering results, the coarse-to-fine class labels
of each identity is obtained.
In the second stage, CNN model is firstly trained with
coarse category labels, then with finer and finer category labels, forming a progressive manner. All the steps of CNN
training except the last one employs the coarse category labels, leading to a pre-trained model which is not accurate but
with much better generalization. Finally, the CNN is finetuned with the intrinsic class labels, leading to an accurate
model still with favorable generalization.
Definition of notations: N denotes the number of the levels of the hierarchy, Ci denotes the number of categories at
the i-th level. CN equals the number of intrinsic labels.
3.2. Learning Category Hierarchy
In this work, the category hierarchy is established according
to the visual similarity to characterize the semantic relationship between subjects. Simply, a top-down k-means clustering is adopted. For each subject, the average feature of all
samples, as an unified representation of this subject, is used
for clustering. The feature for face samples can be either RGB
values or features extracted from a CNN face descriptor. In
this work, the CNN we use is a model trained either on the
original training set with few samples per subject(i.e. the
baseline), or an auxiliary set with many samples per subject.
Firstly, the coarse categories at the first level are obtained
by applying k-means on the CN subject features with k = C1 .
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Then the same clustering is performed within every coarse
category recurrently. For each cluster at the (i−1)-th level, kmeans is applied to get several sub-clusters at the i-th level(Ci
in total). At the N -th level, the leaf node contains one single
identity. Formally, for a training sample xk , its class label is
denoted as yk , its coarse class label at i-th level is denoted as
yki ∈ {1, 2, · · · , Ci }, then in the N -th level, ykN = yk .
The learning of hierarchy is straightforward and simple,
without elaborate design. This is because that all the coarse
class labels of the hierarchy are only used to obtain a coarse
model as a guidance or initialization, so a rough hierarchy can
achieve comparable results as an elaborate one.

progressive regularization which can induce better generalization of the fine-tuned model.
The coarse-to-fine hierarchical training process is illustrated in Fig.1(b). While fine-tuning from model Wi−1 , parameters before softmax (on the left side of the gray dashed
line) of Wi are directly copied from model Wi−1 , as they
share the same structure. However, the size of parameters
in the softmax does not match. The softmax parameters of
the fine categories at i − th level are copied from its corresponding super class at the (i − 1) − th level (the dashed lines
are copied from the corresponding solid line with the same
color).

3.3. Hierarchical Training

4. EXPERIMENTS

In our hierarchical training schema, the CNN is firstly trained
from scratch with the coarsest class labels with softmax loss:
min
W1

X

− log p(yk1 |xk )

(1)

k

where W1 are the parameters of the CNN optimized by using
the coarse class labels at the 1-st level, and p(yk1 |xk ) is the
output of xk on the yk1 class node.
Unlike intrinsic categories containing only few samples,
the coarse categories contain a large collection of visually
similar samples with richer variations. The visual similarity makes it possibleto distinguish different coarse classes,
meanwhile the adequate samples and the intra-class variety
somehow relieve the overfitting problem, providing a better
initialization for further training.
Recurrently, with the pre-trained model Wi−1 as initialization, the model Wi is further fine-tuned with the finer
coarse class labels at the i-th level as below:
min
Wi

X

− log p(yki |xk )

(2)

k

Finally, the CNN model is fine-tuned with the intrinsic
class labels (i.e.ykN = yk ) based on the model pre-trained
with the hierarchical coarse labels as initialization:
min
WN

X

− log p(yk |xk )

(3)

k

As a result, the parameter of the CNN is updated from
W1 , to W2 , then to Wi and finally to WN . In this process,
the category labels used for the optimization are from coarse
to fine, which leads the parameter of CNN from a random
point to more and more accurate points. This hierarchical
training strategy enables the CNN to capture the distribution
of samples from major variations to fine variations progressively. The preceding training with coarse class labels well
relieves the overfitting problem as more samples are included
in one class, providing a good initialization for succeeding
training. This initialization can be considered as a kind of

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed method, we
compare the Hit-CNN to the vanilla CNN on two large scale
dataset, the MegaFace with 200K subjects and a privately
collected dataset with 94K subjects for training. Commonly,
the testing set contains a target set and a query set for verification. The ROC curve w.r.t true positive rate(TPR) and false
positive rate(FPR) is employed to report the performance.
4.1. Evaluation on MegaFace
We firstly evaluate our method on the challenging MegaFace
[5], which is recently released for large scale face recognition. These photos are with wide variations such as pose and
age. The training set of MegaFace contains 672K identities
with about 4 million images, but not all the subjects satisfy
the condition of few images. So, we re-sample it to formulate a novel protocol for large scale training with few samples
per subject. Specifically, 200K identities with 3 images per
subject are randomly selected as training set, 2K subjects are
randomly selected as the testing set, including 2K images as
the target set and 4K images as the query set. Besides, two
more benchmarks are also used as alternatives for evaluation.
The first is LFW [15] with 6K face pairs for verification. The
second is MegaFace Challenge [16], in which 1 million images are used as distraction set to identify the images from the
probe set FaceScrub [17].
Experiment Settings. On this dataset, the baseline CNN
model is a 34-layer ResNet [18], which is directly trained
on 200K identities. For our proposed Hit-CNN, the hierarchical clustering is performed to get a 4-level hierarchy with
0.2K,2K,20K,200K clusters at each level respectively. The
feature extractor for clustering is an auxiliary CNN trained on
MS-Celeb-1M [19]. For intensive evaluation of the coarse-tofine strategy, Hit-CNN with several different settings are evaluated: 1) Hit-CNN(0.2K-200K), in which the CNN is firstly
trained with 200 coarse categories and then refined with the
intrinsic 200K subjects; 2) Hit-CNN(0.2K-2K-200K); 3) HitCNN(0.2K-2K-20K-200K). For fair comparison, the baseline
CNN and Hit-CNNs are optimized with the same learning rate
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Fig. 2. The evaluation of baseline CNN and our Hit-CNN on
MegaFace in terms of ROC curves.

Fig. 3. The evaluation of baseline CNN and our Hit-CNN on
TCID in terms of ROC curves.

policy and iterations. On LFW benchmark the performance is
reported in terms of mean average precision of verification
following the standard protocol. On MegaFace Challenge
benchmark, rank-1 identification accuracy for probe images
is evaluated.
Results. The evaluation results are displayed in Fig.2 and
Table 1. As can bee seen, Hit-CNNs perform much better
than the baseline CNN on both identification and verification
tasks. Moreover, Hit-CNN with deeper hierarchy performs
better, which demonstrates that the progressive training with
coarse-to-fine labels can effectively improve the performance
and generalization of the baseline CNN in the case of large
scale dataset with few samples per subject.

target, and one or two wild photos as query.
Experiment Setting. The baseline CNN model is also the
34-layer ResNet [18] directly trained on the 94K identities.
The hierarchical clustering is performed to get a 4-level hierarchy with 0.1K,1K,10K,94K clusters at each level respectively. The feature extractor for clustering is the baseline
CNN. Hit-CNN with several different settings are evaluated:
1) Hit-CNN(0.1K-94K); 2) Hit-CNN(0.1K-1K-94K); 3) HitCNN(0.1K-1K-10K-94K). For fair comparison, the baseline
CNN and Hit-CNNs are optimized with the same learning rate
policy and iterations.
Results. The evaluation results are shown in Fig 3. As expected, Hit-CNN outperforms the baseline CNN with significant improvement. Similar as that on MegaFace, Hit-CNN
with deeper hierarchy performs better, which demonstrates
the effectiveness of our coarse-to-fine training strategy.

Model
Baseline-CNN
Hit-CNN(0.2K-200K)
Hit-CNN(0.2K-2K-200K)
Hit-CNN(0.2K-2K-20K-200K)

Accuracy(%)
LFW MegaFace
96.25
26.57
97.55
34.27
97.80
39.22
97.92
40.26

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

Table 1. The evaluation of the baseline CNN and our HitCNN on LFW in terms of mAP and on MegaFace Challenge
in terms of rank-1 accuracy.

4.2. Evaluation on a New Dataset for E-payment
Dataset. In recent year, face recognition is widely used in
many fields such as e-payment to verify identity. For this
practical scenario where usually only several images are
available for each subject, we collect a private dataset to
evaluate our method. This dataset, referred to as TCID, consists of 94K subjects with 5 samples per subject. For each
subject, two images are certificate photos and three images
are collected from real-world scenarios with variations of
pose, illumination and expressions. For evaluation, about 2K
subjects are used as testing set, with one certificate photo as

In this work, we propose a coarse-to-fine hierarchical training
method for CNN under the circumstance of large-scale subjects but with few samples per subject. Hit-CNN is trained
with coarse-to-fine class labels progressively. The CNN is
firstly trained with coarse category labels leading to an initialization with better generalization, which is further fine-tuned
with the intrinsic category labels, inducing a more accurate
model for face recognition. The evaluation on two challenging large-scale dataset demonstrates its effectiveness. In the
future, we will consider to combine our hierarchical training
with other strategies such as data augmentation.
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